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A collection of
activities to raise
your sense of ease in
your body & space. 





I AM LUCKY
THAT
WHATEVER
FEAR I HAVE
INSIDE ME, MY
DESIRE TO
WIN IS ALWAYS
STRONGER.

~SERENA WILLIAMS 



COLORING IS
known to relax the amygdala, the fear center of your
brain. With the current climate and the 24-hour
news cycle, our amygdalas are hyperactive. Coloring
induces the same state as meditating by reducing
the thoughts of a restless mind.  As a result,
mindfulness and quietness is generated allowing the
mind to rest after a long day of work. 

Coloring as an adult not only reduces fear and
anxiety but it is also known to improve motor skills
and vision, induce more restful sleep, and promote
more activated abilities to focus. Throughout this
worksheet you will find black and white pages
meant to be printed and colored. We hope you enjoy
them!

WE’RE STILL  SEARCHING FOR OUR

DREAM ILLUSTRATOR

For now, all coloring pages are from the
books Color Magick by Castle Point Books
& Black Women by Craft Genius Books. 

COLORING PAGES





TRIGGERS WORKSHEET



TRIGGERS WORKSHEET



I  AM AMERICA. I  AM

THE PART YOU WON’T

RECOGNIZE. BUT GET

USED TO ME. BLACK,

CONFIDENT, COCKY;

MY NAME, NOT

YOURS; MY RELIGION,

NOT YOURS; MY

GOALS, MY OWN; GET

USED TO ME.

BY MUHAMMAD ALI 





THE NEUROSCIENCE OF RESILIENCE 
The latest findings, reported in 2019, showed reduced
connectivity across the brains of resilient individuals
compared to individuals with a history of psychological
disorders, most prominently in the amygdala, a region
strongly linked to fear learning, and suggested a sort of
isolating of this key area for emotional reactions.  
Hugh Garavan PHD says “There has always been this
implicit assumption that if you understand the disease and
its cause, that resilient animals will probably have less of
whatever goes wrong... [the literature] suggests that is not
the case. Rather, some people have additional resources to
combat disease, which we don’t understand.” 

JOURNALING PROMPTS

#1
Where in 2020 was a path blocked to me, yet I found a way
to move forward anyway? 

How am I more resilient now after this tough year?

#2

Create a plan and action steps for
how you plan to begin taking care
of your future self today.

Identify projects, people,
practices, or triggers that you
plan to leave behind in 2021.

Is there anything you need to face
in health, finances, or
relationships that you have been
neglecting?



THANK

YOU

We hope this helps to bring about
some peace and balance to your
month.
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